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FOCUS – REPORT  (2014-2015) 
 

Most job position openings receive hundreds of resumes and applications. This will be the 

first thing people see to get a glimpse of who you are. As you leave school or college and go about 

looking for a job and building a career, you’ll hear the term CV and RESUME thrown around quite 

a lot. Sadly, some schools and colleges are so focused on your academic performance, that they 

forget to prepare you for the big wide world of work The fact is that No-matter what you want to do 

or what you’ve trained as or even how good you are – “your CV will be, without doubt, the single 

most important part of getting a job”. 

 

Keeping this Objective in mind, FOCUS team has conducted a 'Technical Event' Regarding 

RESUME and CV on 07-01-2015. The session started with a prayer song by Afreen 

naaz(13003543).Later, a Skit was performed by Pavani(12003410) and Team which made everyone 

to understand the importance of English language 

Now coming into the main theme of the event, Mr.Venkatramana(11003096), a 4 th year 

student who was placed in top companies recently , has delivered a awful presentation on How to 

write a CV and RESUME ? Steps to be followed while writing and some key points .His 

presentation left the students in a clear view of the structure of CV and Resume. 

 

In addition to his interesting presentation , Mr.Dheeraj(11003467) , and Ms.Yagna 

sri(11003234) had added an outstanding essence to the event.They had an interactive session with 

the students and cleared the doubts of the students regarding the CV and RESUME .They clearly 

listed out the rules to be followed while writing CV and RESUME and the key differences between 

them. 

Later on the next session is an interesting one where students found it more interesting . 

This is about the interview experiences .Mr.Prabhu Teja(11003079) and Mr.Ravi Raja 

Ganesh(11003396) had shared their experiences in the interview and HR rounds.they even 

delivered some tips to the students for grabbing the attention of the interviewer .This made the 

students confident about the interview and added extra confidence to face the interviews. 

   

Eventually, some of the Seniors who were placed in good companies , thanked the 

Professors who helped them ,Management who supported them and the friends who stood behind 

them and helped them in every aspect. Finally, event had winded up with a Dance Performance by 

Deepika(13003088) and Group.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

PHOTOS: 

 

 
A Short speech by Athul and Vanditha about the importance of CV during the start of the 

session 
 

 
A photo reflecting the interest of the audience towards the session 



 
Ravi raja, sharing his interview experiences with the audience 

 

 

 
 

B. Venkataramana, explaining about the terms of CV and the vital role they play in the 

interview 
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